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“THE IDEA IS TO DIE YOUNG...........AS LATE AS POSSIBLE”
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1 Rides For The Month
7 th August

Pont de Val

Parys

14 th August

Stonehaven

Vaal

21 st August

Swallows Inn

Magalies

28 th August

SPCA Animal Run

Boksburg

Members – Peter, Eve, Nick, Patsy, Graham, Shane, Gail, Trevor, John, Janet, Jan, Susan, Frans,
Ellen, Big Rob, Marc, Deanna
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IN THIS , OUR 6th ISSUE :
(July 2016)
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Heading Out

Warm Birthday Wishes!!!!

Whaaaaaat ????No

Birthdays in August????? Well then.....Happy August to
everyone!!!!
All the best from UJE and trust you have many,more!
The Breakfast Run Kitty as at end July stands at R 843-00.
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2 Upcoming Events
SAVE THESE DATES (PLEASE)!






October - Clarens
Swaziland
Frog Festival Chrissiesmeer – Early Dec
Vic Falls Next Year
Desert Run April Next Year???

3 From the Whitehouse
I was really hoping to add some colourful flowery pics to this newsletter to
celebrate the oncoming of spring and some warmth but alas ..... The winter
seems to hold its grip a little longer this year and it looks like it’s taking its
toll on our ride attendance....let’s hold thumbs the warmer weather arrives
soon so we can all enjoy riding again (personally, I don’t
enjoy this cold riding at all! – This is from the
Vice.....Brrrrrrrrrrr), give me warm riding ANYTIME!
John is doing much better, although he gave us all a little
scare when he had to take a little trip back to
hospital.....get well soon John, we’re all rooting for you!
Patsy is also doing much better after a little stint in
hospital as well, but Nick assures us she is much better.
Marc and Deanna’s daughter is also on the road to
recovery and they are very pleased with her
improvement.

4 Ride Reports
Herberg
Only a few of the clan rode to Herberg, no incidents or major happenings were reported,
so we take it that those who rode had a jolly good ride!
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Amazingwe – or as Rob Calls it “AMAZING - WE”
Another new venue to try out and we weren’t disappointed! Winter runs generally have
a lower turnout, with this week being no exception - 5 brave souls made their way out to
Broederstroom. An uneventful ride out, following the usual route. Smaller groups stay
closer together making the journey slightly quicker as we don’t have to wait at
intersections. The venue is at the end of a 1.3km concrete driveway. As it winds its way
over the hill, a different view of the landscape unveils itself, one not seen from the road
which normally takes us past there. There is a security gate at the entrance and the
property is securely fenced as they have game wandering around the property, some of
which were only a few meters away from us as we passed by, not at all fazed by the
noise or the unusual sight of motorcyles! Breakfast is buffet at R85 and is quite a spread,
very good value for money indeed. They have a patio with a grand view where you can
eat if you don’t feel like sitting in the dining room. We opted to sit outside as the
weather was just the right temperature. It was one of those mornings where you are not
in a rush and just want to soak up the moments for a little while longer....
Rating 10/10

Karoo Kafee
A trusty old venue where you know you are going to get good food and service. Although
only a stone’s throw from our meeting place, we manage d to turn this into an almost
175km long ride, with minimal traffic and nice long roads which allow you to stretch t he
throttle cables if you feel the urge. The breakfast menu is unusual and a welcome
change. The little chocolate biscuits given out with the coffee are so good, it’s worth
incurring the wrath of the members after you’ve appropriated theirs...mmmmm.
Rating 10/10

Anna’s Kitchen
As with Karoo Kafee, you are guaranteed a good breakfast although a little more pricey. Again
this was a small winter group . An uneventful ride, the highlight being that a very large baboon
dashed across the road whilst going through Suikerbosrand, emerging from the bushes without
any warning for the approaching vehicles. He was on his own and luckily did not have a troop
in tow. A stark reminder that you never know what is going to cross your path. Julian’s incident
with the warthog springs to mind, we can never be too careful!
As it was too cold to sit outdoors we managed to get a table booked next to the open
fire. A great ride, an enjoyable venue, good food, great company and interesting topics of
discussion, what more could you want on a Sunday?
Rating – again 10/10.

Green Olive (Changed from a Parys ride)
Fast becoming a favourite venue, this is our 3rd visit. The ride out , in the region of 115Kms, is
very enjoyable. Normally they offer a buffet breakfast but this week it was ‘a la carte’ which
offered a good choice with plenty variety. We decided to sit o utside in the sunshine, although a
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chilly wind was blowing, but it was still a better option than sitting in a draft indoors with no
heater. A big plus is that they sell craft beer (highly recommended by Trevor) to wash down the
greasy, cholesterol overloaded breakfast!
Rating – 8/10 (food great, but there was no warm and cosy place to sit)

See You All Next Week, Same Time, Same Place .
5 Gallery
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“BIG” ROB??????
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VIEW FROM PATIO AT AMAZINGWE

6 Bric ‘n Bracs

1. Bees & Animals
Bees are a pretty innocuous creature, so long as they’re in the backyard.
Sure, if you hassle them, you might get stung, but in general, they leave you
alone if you leave them alone. Get on a motorcycle, though, and the humble
bee is transformed into a weapon of mass destruction.
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At anything over 10mph, a bee in the face/neck/any exposed body part will
feel — and this isn’t an exaggeration at all — like you’ve just been shot with a
rubber bullet. And, in its final throes, the bee will sting you. Probably in the
face, because it’s trapped inside your helmet.
All of that takes place while you’re attempting to operate a relatively complex
machine in busy traffic with absolutely nowhere to pull over safely.
Bees have also evolved the extraordinary ability to find gaps in your
waterproof, hermetically sealed riding suit that nothing else, not even a drop
of water, can penetrate. The bee will always find a way. Normally, it’s around
your neck, plunging down your chest and stinging you as many times as
possible before your frantic self flagellation manages to squash it. But
sometimes, it’ll find its way in around your waistband, then proceed to sting
you on the genitalia. Really, this does happen and likely will happen at some
point in your riding career. Car drivers will pass by flummoxed by the odd,
leather-clad man frantically stripping on the roadside while hopping around
with a swollen face.
Animals, too, have been put on this planet for the specific purpose of
performing Kamikaze missions on passing motorcyclists. In rural areas, deer
will wait in the roadside undergrowth, listening for the approach of a bike. At
the very last second, when it’s far too late for you to take evasive action,
they’ll fling themselves into your path, or maybe just leap straight for your
head.
Even domestic animals like to get in on the act. Cats will test your reflexes by
bolting from underneath cars to underneath your wheels. Dogs will feel it’s
their duty to hunt you down.
2. You’re Now An Expert Meteorologist
Forget the TV weatherman, you’re going to develop a better ability to read
weather radar maps, cloud formations and wind patterns than anyone with an
actual degree in the field. And that’s because the weather is now absolutely
critical to your day-to-day life.
Can you make it home from work before the storm hits? If so, what’s your
latest time of departure, chosen route and necessary average speed to make
that possible?
Will it dip below freezing on your commute tonight? If so, should you pack
your heated gloves or is the ride short enough for simply your heavy duty
winter ones?
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Is the rain today going to be light, meaning you can get away with leather or
heavy, meaning you need that Bibendum suit?
Slicks, road tires, intermediates or full wets at the track day next week?
You’d better know for sure, because that deposit is non refundable and it
takes four days for tires to arrive.
3. Say Goodbye To A and B
Before you had a motorcycle, you always tried to find the quickest and most
direct way to get around. In a car or truck, it was efficient and practical to do
so. Now that you have a bike, you’ll be willing to go 100 miles out of your way
to visit a store or restaurant that has the same stuff as the one in your
neighborhood. You’ll find yourself with entire States between you and home,
amongst strangers and in strange places that you never knew existed, just
because. You’ll tell your family you’re just going out for a quick ride, then
return hours, sometimes days later, not entirely sure where you have been.
And it won’t matter, because you were riding.
4. Manholes, Paint and Tar Snakes
Utility companies go around placing large, slick metal plates in the road,
precisely where motorcyclists need to ride or, in intersections, put their foot
down. In the dry, that’s no big deal. But, in the rain? A wet manhole (no
sniggering, please) becomes a deadly skating rink. Put a foot on one and
your boot instantly slips, meaning you’ll drop your bike. Hit one while turning
and you’ll be laying on the ground.
Road markings take on a new life in the wet, too. Nearly as slippery as
manhole covers, they can make the back end of your bike weave around as
the tire hunts for traction. Even under the gentlest of acceleration.
And then there are tar snakes: cracks in the road filled with liquid tar. In the
winter, that tar freezes and becomes strips of black ice. In the summer, it
melts and feels pretty much the same. The cracks they’re installed to patch
tend to be in the heaviest sections of wear on the road. You know, like the
apex of a corner or downhill, approaching a corner, where you want to be
braking. They couldn’t have been designed to catch you by surprise any
better.
5. Friends & Strangers
So scrimped and saved to buy your first bike, and now your friends are going
to want in on the action too. No, not by going out and buying their own, but
using your new pride and joy. Most are just going to want to pose for a new
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Facebook profile picture on it, but some are going to swear riding
competency and want to take it around the block. Don’t let them, they’ll
inevitably return holding only a par of (now detached) handlebars and a story
about how it’s not their fault.
Complete strangers will start approaching you, too. Normally old men, who
will want to recount stories of the old Triumph or Norton they once rode.
They’ll tell how your bike reminds them of it. Well, until they realize your bike
is Japanese, at which point they’ll look shocked and walk away.
6. You Become A Better Car Driver
Before you bought your bike, you were content to be a sheep. You’d
complain, of course, other people’s driving was never as good as your own,
but you were seemingly powerless to do anything about it. You just say stuck
in the flow, merrily texting and tailgating away.
But now that you’ve ridden a bike? You’re suddenly hyper aware. Not just of
the risks and the bad driving and that nasty pothole six corners ahead,
requiring a specific line begun now to avoid, but of the utter ridiculousness of
it all. That guy in the $100,000 Porsche? What a poseur, that thing is slow.
That guy driving the eight-passenger SUV all by himself? How unnecessary.
All these thousands of people sitting in a traffic jam? That’s it, this car’s going
on Craigslist.
7. Waving Etiquette
Visit any forum and you’ll find novel-length screeds on the rights and wrongs
of whom you should acknowledge while out on your motorcycle, and how.
Should you wave at people on scooters? Will that thug on the sportsbike
come chasing after you should you fail to salute? Do cruiser riders count?
You could spend every moment of your ride waving at anyone and
everything, which is just mental. It’s probably best just to get on with the task
in hand and ride your bike. Unless you see another riding unwittingly
approaching a speeding trap, in which case it’s your sacred duty to tap the
top of your helmet. Got that?
8. Working On Your Bike
Your new motorcycle likely came with an owner’s manual, full of
specifications, technical drawing and suggestions on how to not end up with
a worthless pile of parts stacked up in your driveway. You can see engine
and all of the important bits and how hard can changing your oil be,
anyways?
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Take the time to read up about any work you want to do online, talk to
knowledgeable friends and spend some money on acquiring the correct
tools. And yeah, it’s not that hard.
There’s no obligation to take your bike to an authorized dealer and working
on it yourself won’t invalidate your warranty, provided you don’t screw it up. If
you don’t, you’ll end up with an enormous sense of accomplishment, along
with fresh oil.
9. Your Bike Is Stronger Than You Think
Oh my god, you hit the rev limiter! Forgot to adjust the chain! Your tires are
2psi off! Relax. Your motorcycle is a lot tougher than you would think. It’s a
highly capable feat of modern engineering and, part of its design process is
devoted to making it stand up to your ham fisted abuses. Yes, you can take
your bike on a trackday. Yes, you can take it on that weekend road trip. Yes,
you can ride it fast and hard and put it away dirty. Your bike’s not going to
melt in the rain.
10. The Boogers
Probably the least glamorous part of riding a motorcycle is the stuff that’s
going to start coming out of your face. Live in a city? You’ll be inhaling so
many carbon particulates that your nose will quickly clog up with black goo,
then start leaking it down your face. Ride in the cold? Your nose will run the
entire time. Kicking the snot off your upper lip will keep it from spreading
across the rest of your face, then drying into a crusty mess. After every ride,
you’ll blow your nose and it will come out black, brown, yellow and, if you’ve
been riding anywhere dusty or around a nasty chemical plant, likely red too.
You need to carry a hanky and you’ll need to wash that hanky every couple
of days, because you will be using it, heavily.
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